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seyDoggy and Varsis Studio announce Fade Designer Theme for RapidWeaver
Published on 08/29/08
seyDoggy and Varsis Studio are proud to announce Fade, their newly revised Designer Theme
for RapidWeaver 4. The aptly named Fade Theme allows its sidebar content to fade in and
out, helping to keep additional content neatly tucked away behind the header image. Fade
offers a clean design that features editable custom headers, width variation and font
size. Fade also offers extensive color control and multiple background patterns.
Kitchener, Ontario Canada - seyDoggy and Varsis Studio are proud to announce Fade, their
newly revised Designer Theme for RapidWeaver 4. Aptly named, Fade allows its sidebar
content to fade in and out, helping to keep this info neatly tucked away behind the header
image. This makes Fade particularly suited for websites concerned with making the main
content the primary focus.
Originally created and released by Varsis Studio, Fade is now RapidWeaver 4 compatible. It
offers a clean design that features editable custom headers, width variation and font
size. The Theme also offers extensive color control and background multiple background
patterns. Fade fully integrates its feature set into the RapidWeaver experience, offering
users a host of customization options.
Other Feature highlights include:
* Custom headers, editable with RWmultitool Lite
* Width Variation
* Javascript Sliding Sidebar
* Font size
* Extensive Color Control, and Background
Minimum Requirements:
* Mac OS X Version 10.4.11 Tiger or 10.5.2 Leopard
* Universal Binary for PowerPC and Intel
* RapidWeaver 3.6.7 or RapidWeaver 4.x
* RWmultitool Lite Optional
Varsis Studio and seyDoggy Web and Graphic design have been collaborating on
RapidWeaver
themes since 2006. With Varsis Studio shifting focus to RapidWeaver Plugin development,
seyDesign will be the sole distributor of the entire Varsis Studio line. Themes will
ultimately be upgraded to RapidWeaver 4 compatibility, and where possible bolstered with
extra features.
Pricing and Availability:
Fade Designer r2 is available now for $8.24 CAD at their online RapidWeaver theme store.
seyDesign:
http://www.seydesign.com
Fade Designer r2:
http://www.seydesign.com/themes/Fade/
Live Preview:
http://www.seydesign.com/showcase/Fade/
Purchase Fade Designer r2:
https://www.e-junkie.com/ecom/gb.php?ii=142338&c=cart&aff=11179&ev=b6fec2355f&ejc=2
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Headquartered in Kitchener, Ontario Canada, seyDoggy is a privately funded company founded
in 2005 by Adam Merrifield. Leveraging their longtime experience in web and graphic
design, seyDoggy's goal is to develop great looking theme designs for RapidWeaver, and
lead to the creation of seyDesign. Known for developing the first commercially available
theme with split navigation, seyDesign is responsible for continually pushing the limits
of RapidWeaver. seyDoggy also offers consulting services for companies looking to enter
the web design industry or who don't want to hire full time staff to manage their own
internet or intranet web systems. Copyright 2005-2008 seyDoggy. All Rights Reserved.
Apple, the Apple logo, are registered trademarks of Apple Computer in the U.S. and/or
other countries. RapidWeaver, and the RapidWeaver logo are trademarks of Realmac Software
Limited.
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